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Former NASA aeronautical engineer and space researcher Albert Taylor believes that there is much

we can learn from out-of-body experiences. In this amazing book, he offers an account of his own

incredible flights of "soul travel"--and shows us how we too can develop this life-changing ability.
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"Taylor's story is told with wit and authority...an adventure on a grand scale, sure to hold the

attention of believers and skeptics alike". -- NAPRA ReView

The author relates his spiritual travels with wit and humor making his journal reachable and

enjoyable. We can learn from him as we follow his flight path. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

Sometimes just by reading about it, it will happen, so take your time. I thought this was very good in

many ways and also because it was his story. I admire him for relating such an intimate thing with

us. I myself have had the sleep paralysis. I wrote about it in an article on Authors Den called Flying

Astral Travels.I have been trying to have an OBE more recently with reading William Buhlman. I like

his book very much, and I got more flying dreams afterwards. He let me know that the zipping sound

is part of it. And just him letting us know his own experience is priceless. To me.The same with this

author, Albert Taylor. There are many people who do this, and maybe one day you will read your



third or fourth book on how to have an OBE, and it just may happen.It is not like a thing you buy and

try, and if it don't work it was not good. You have to train your thoughts on this.His messages at the

end was wonderful reminders!Judge, and you shall be judged.Hate, and you shall be hated.Lie, and

you shall be lied to.Cheat, and you will be cheated.Curse, and you shall be cursed.But, Love and so

shall you be.

The truth is out there , or should I say within you

Quite Interesting

I found Albert Taylor's book to be very entertaining, though I can understand the reader who

complained it was a bit too simplistic. True, it IS written in a rather plain, easy-to-understand,

journalistic style, but for me that was the beauty of it! Nothing complicated here...just a short,

easy-to-follow book that covers his experiences, as well as a few techniques. If you're looking for

something more detailed or deep, then you might be better off reading William Buhlman or Robert

Monroe.

Concise read. Interesting content. I wish there were more of Albert's experiences available to

everyone.

couldn't put it down, read it in a day (last and only time that happened was Animal Farm for class

back in the '60's).

The content of the book was entertaining but less information than I expected. I was expecting a

real guide to astral travel. Enjoyed reading it nonetheless.Thank you.

This book was a recc from a friend. I will update the review when I a, done reading it, but it was a

great price for the book!
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